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1. Maps can be grouped into various classes or _________

     	--->> Types

     	      Designs

     	      Kinds

     	      characteristics

2. ___ covers the ground areas by either rotating the camera lens or rotating a prism in 
front of the lens.

     	      Panoramic Aerial Camera

     	--->> Planoramic Aerial Camera

     	      Panorhamic Aerial Camera

     	      Planoramhic Aerial Camera

3. A ___ is an accurate representation of the spherical shape of the world

     	      Map

     	--->> Globe

     	      Distance

     	      Scale

4. ____ states that  Maps are valuable, timeless objects that we would be lost without

     	      Juan (2010)

     	--->> Carpilo (2010)

     	      Thomas(2000)

     	      Hendrich (2008)

5. _____ maps that show climate, weather and wind are types of environmental maps.

     	      Climate
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     	      Physiological

     	--->> Meteorological

     	      Geology

6. What is the full meaning of ETM ______

     	      Electronic theomatic mapper

     	      Enchanced theomatic mapper

     	--->> Enhanced  thematic mapper

     	      Eleonic thematic machine

7. SPOT satellites carry two different High Resolution Visible (HRV) pushroom sensors 
which operate in Multi Ã¢â‚¬â€œ Spectral resolution or__________

     	--->> Panchromatic mode

     	      Panchromatic modem

     	      Panchromatic module

     	      Panchromatic mole

8. ____ refers to outlining or placing boundaries round regions or areal units observed 
on the map.

     	--->> Delineation

     	      Classification

     	      Measurement

     	      Topographical

9. A systematic coverage of an area is obtained by flying the __ on a straight line and 
at a fixed height

     	      Rocket

     	      Launcher

     	      Airship

     	--->> Aircraft
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10. What is the full meaning of AVHRR ______

     	      Automated Very High Resolution Radio

     	      Advanced Very High Resolution Radio

     	      Automated Very High Resolution Radiometer

     	--->> Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
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